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Fashion SVP brings together all
aspects of sourcing under one roof!
• 2018 saw a 35% rise in visitor numbers with a
19% increase in ‘Director’ level attendance
• In January we had 24 visiting countries with
an exceptional representation of top tier brands
& retailers from across the whole of the UK &
Northern Europe
• 2019 playing host to over 150 suppliers from
more than 21 countries
• Exhibitor categories include; fashion apparel,
accessories, denim, sport & athleisure apparel,
socks & hosiery, swimwear, homeware,
supply chain management, manufacturing
accessories and all sourcing-related suppliers
& solutions.

Why Exhibit?
1. You will meet the top-tier decision-makers of
leading brands & retailers from the UK & northern
Europe. Why? The show is important to them because;
a) they trust FSVP to present only the finest sourcing
manufacturers & suppliers, b) they don’t want to miss
the UK’s VIP Gold Club event offering Director-level
professionals an invaluable safe environment to explore current hot topics, and; c) FSVP runs an ‘inwards
missions & hosting’ program to bring in a selection of
the very best VIP buyers.
2. No other show goes to such lengths to match
the perfect ‘supplier to buyer’ and advise on how
best to sell to the UK market. How? FSVP; a) offers
a personalised consultation with a leading UK sourcing
expert; b) provides VIP brands & retailers specially
devised lists of exhibitors that best meet their requirements; and c) works with individual exhibitor’s sales
objectives to deliver a tailored successful social media
campaign.
3. Exhibiting at Fashion SVP keeps you ahead of
the game to best respond to the ever-changing needs
of the UK buyer. Why? Firstly, the show benefits from a
broad-based industry steering group, which enables the
show to maintain its position as the UK's most relevant

sourcing event and secondly; our leading
seminar program addresses the key sourcing
topics of today.
4. You will gain excellent online exposure to
expand your company awareness. Why?
The minute you sign up, you will be introduced
to our expert social media & marketing
professionals who will work with you in
developing online and print campaigns that will
maximise your reach to your target audience.

Why do the biggest brands
& retailers visit?
1. FSVP runs a VIP Visitor Programme to bring in & look after the
most important European & UK buyers including; hosting & inward
missions of top VIP’s, providing individual buyer ‘curated lists’
of potential exhibitors that meet their specific requirements
(this is a specialised and unique service offered by no other events in
the UK) and; providing lunch, drinks and VIP goody bags at the show.
2. We provide our visitors with an acclaimed seminar & speaker schedule
for cutting edge educational sessions, plus an array of on-trend and
inspirational ‘show features’ & ‘workshops’; and practical advice and
guidance on all aspects of the industry.
3. FSVP offers buyers an unrivalled opportunity to find a huge variety of quality manufacturers &
suppliers, all under one roof including; fashion wear, denim, sports and leisure wear, socks, hosiery,
lingerie, swim wear, accessories and homeware for men, women and children. Plus; supply chain
management, logistics, software, labels, packaging and many other industry-related suppliers.
4. They trust Fashion SVP to provide the very best the world of manufacturing has to offer, with a
curated and ‘fully vetted’ mix of global manufacturers & suppliers.

Who Visits?
Regular FSVP brand & retailer visitors include:
Next, Arcadia, Abercrombie & Fitch, Marks &
Spencer, Inditex, Amanda Wakeley, Esprit, G-Star,
ASOS, BooHoo, Boden, Debenhams, Ahlens,
Diesel, Bennetton, Bon Marche, All Saints, Sweaty
Betty, Sports Direct, Lululemon, Puma, Addidas,
JD Sports, French Connection, River Island, John
Lewis, Religion, F&F (Tesco), Tu (Sainsbury) House
of Fraser, H & M, Laura Ashley, Levi’s, Blue Inc,
Missguided, Musto, Anthropologie, Top Man,
Replay, Firetrap, Nicole Farhi, Top Shop, French
Connection, Lee Cooper, Paul Smith, Ted Baker,
Zalando, New Look, Oasis, Shop Direct, The White
Company, Toast, Browns, Busby & Fox, Whistles,
White Stuff, Otto, Peek & Cloppenburg, Jigsaw,
Crew, Dudsify, Lipsy, Urban Outfitters, Superdry,
Gant, Hackett, Matalan, N Brown Group, George
(ASDA), Farfetch, Fatface, Finisterre, Tommy
Hilfiger, FRAME, Jack Wills, Karen Millen, Raging
Bull, S Squared, Son of a Stag... and many more!

New for 2019!
Show Layout – Where will you achieve maximum results?
To ensure that we get you in front of your ideal target audience, our new sector categorisation will support
you whatever your particular niche - from high-volume fast-fashion to middle market, to small-run and luxury
manufacturing means.

Show Categories
Middle/Upper Middle Market
Providing the widest range of manufacturing capabilities,
this sector offers visitors quality suppliers from around
the world who make everything from outerwear to
underwear. Production minimums are generally within
the 300 pcs range and many exhibitors in this section
also offer in-house design. If you want to meet high
street names, then this is the section for you.
High Volume
If you offer high production volumes and want to deal with
only the biggest brands & retailers from across the UK and
northern Europe, then this volume section if for you.

Luxury and small run
A new show area for; 1) manufacturers able to
cater for very high-end and/or couture brands
& retailers in the luxury sector. Think premium
brands & retailers, designer names and the highest
quality manufacturing and materials across
apparel, accessory and homewares; and 2) nonluxury manufacturers targeting start-up's and
new & emerging designer brands.
Source Denim
Source Denim brings the very best of denim fabric,
apparel and accessories manufacturing to the UK’s
leading denim brands & retailers, with sustainability
and ethical production being a key theme throughout. From high volume commercial production to
high-end luxury; Source Denim is the perfect opportunity for you to meet key new clients. If you are a
mill, a manufacturer, a laundry, a lab or an artisanal
maker; this unique and dedicated sector is for you.

In addition, throughout the show there are also threads of technology, machinery, supply chain management,
logistics, software, accessories (bags, belts, small leather, hats, scarves and more), manufacturing accessories
(buttons, trims, and studs), labels, packaging and many other industry staples, which ensures that Fashion SVP is
a regular and reliable destination event for our visitors!

What exhibitors & visitors
have to say about the show
“The organisation of Fashion SVP is excellent from the beginning
till the final minutes. Because of that, and because of the
contacts we had made at our previous times, June 2018 was
our third visit. We found new clients again and we will exhibit
at the next show as well”
Edmundas ir partneriai, JSC, Lithuania

“This was our first time at Fashion SVP,and we have already rebooked. Fashion SVP was very professional and very good for us!
During the 2 days show, we met more than 20 new customers
who have decided to develop their new sample collections with
us. It’s win-win for both sides. Thanks to Fashion SVP”
WFS Cashmere, Mongolia

“The show is well organised and we are very happy to have taken
part for the second time. We met some good clients such as
Debenhams and Shop Direct and more. The seminars are great,
lots of information and interesting people, and they do a good job
for attracting visitors. We are happy to come again”
Creazone, Turkey

“The experience has been very good, and the organisers extremely
helpful. The show is great as it allows us to come to London and
allows for key decision makers within the denim industry to
converge. We have met ASOS, M&S, M&Co and many others so
the show has been great.”
Sapphire Fibres / Neela Blue, Pakistan

“I do like to see what’s going on in the market. We have engaged
with some people from previous shows and are now working with
them, so it’s been very positive in that sense and it’s always great
to keep an eye out on what’s going on in the industry.”
Sourcing Director, ASOS

“Meeting exhibitors is really important. If we can see a lot
of suppliers all together, in one location, rather than having
to go out to Turkey, Romania, or other countries in the region,
we can see them all here more quickly. The people you meet
at exhibitions like this is what makes the garment industry
so unique.”
Technical Director, F&F at Tesco

“I usually attend very large shows such as the one in Las Vegas
and would normally only ever comes back with 4 to 5 contacts.
So I'm very happy to have found more really good new suppliers
at Fashion SVP which is a very focused and worthwhile event”
Head of Global Sourcing, Benetton

“Excellent show, very good and informative”
Head of Production, Amanda Wakeley

Marketing,
social media and PR

> Advertising and PR
We advertise in all key European media and have
great relationships with the leading fashion industry
publications, websites, journalists and influencers.
This enables us to provide exhibitors with opportunities
for editorial exposure going to a broad readership of
senior decision-makers and buyers. For a list of key
publications covering FSVP, please visit our website:
www.fashionsvp.com

> Social Media
We have a dedicated and experienced social media team
whose only job is to promote our exhibitors, across our
social platforms (Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook,
YouTube etc). We engage with our audience daily, so the
more you get involved with the team, the more we can
promote you.

> Direct Marketing
We direct market to our extensive databases of 10,000
+ buyers throughout the year. Direct general emailshots
are sent out weekly to our entire visitor database.
Specifically, targeted e-shots can go to senior buyers of
individual sectors with customised messages – the
sooner you sign up, the longer we have to include you
in our mailings.

> VIP Programme
We have a database of top tier buyers and decision
makers at our finger tips, which is constantly being
refreshed and new members identified, personally
invited and enlisted into our VIP program. We host major
European and UK buyers as part of our commitment
to bringing the very highest level of decision makers
direct to our exhibitors.

> New visitors

We attract new visitors every edition through delivering
a varied and wide-reaching marketing campaign that
includes our expansive online & print advertising, PR
coverage, social media programs and direct marketing.
See our website for further details www.fashionsvp.com

> Marketing Materials
We provide our exhibitors with a professional and
personalised emailshot that can be send out to invite
brands & retailers to visit you on your stand at FSVP.
We also provide; banners, logos, tickets, e-shots, graphics
and anything else you might need, which can be used
to promote your involvement in the show to both
current and prospective new customers.

> Website
please take a look at our show’s website
(www.fashionsvp.com), which is constantly being
updated and receives hundreds of weekly visitors.
All exhibitors have a basic listing, but for an upgraded
listing with links to your website, please contact us
on; info@idexmedia.com

> Show Guide

All exhibitors are included in the show catalogue and
every visitor receives one onsite. The guide helps vistors
to navigate their way around the exhibitors and locate
the features and sectors they would like to visit.

> Trade Associations and Media Partners
We also work with trade associations and other
media partners, offering incentives and offers to
members and readers; all of which encourages even
more visitors to register to attend FashionSVP.
And… all of this marketing and promotion comes
to you completely free of charge, just some of
the ways in which we add a huge amount of value to
a traditional stand package.

Partners and Associations

June Fashion SVP Inspirational
Features, The Sourcing Academy
and Active Audience Participation!
Some of our key visitor drivers have always been
the "inspirational" part of the show; whether it be
sessions on ‘future design trends’, displays of high-tech
fabrics and 3D printing technology within the sampling
process, a re-envisioned world of vintage garments in
a contemporary context, fashion shows, thought
provoking seminar sessions given by industry leaders,
or interactive and practical learning sessions for all
levels of souring professional.
This coming season our show features include; The
Sourcing Academy - Dealing with the 'Big Issues' and
offering solutions across the industry; The Fashion
Station - offering advice, guidance and a mentoring
experience; Fashion Enter Workshops - an interactive
visitor experience giving a 360 view on the whole
design & manufacturing process; Plus an exhibitor
driven Fashion Show and our VIP Visitor Programme
and Gold Club Event!

Our last event saw the brilliant
"Denim Challenge" feature created
in collaboration with Brut Vintage
Archives in Paris and one of our denim
exhibitors from Bangladesh, Pioneer.
This display was all about re-envisioned
and re-engineered fashion, fabricating modern,
sustainable denim versions of some iconic
vintage pieces selected by Brut.
For next season we are all about interacting with
our visitors on a much more practical level; we
are planning a whole range of exciting workshops
and practical demonstrations so that our visitors
can getreally 'hands on' with a wide variety of
projects and our exhibitors can take part in some
great promotional activities which will really
highlight their individual capabilities.

Inspiration and education are key components of Fashion SVP!

Inclusive Stand Packages
Benefit from our simple ‘all-inclusive’ stand
packages to maximise your exhibiting experience.
The cost of a stand is:

£420 per square metre + VAT
Package Inclusions:
> Sturdy Octanorm construction
> Stand cleaning
> Dividing walls
> Carpet
> Furniture package (table, 3 chairs
and a waste paper bin)
> 24-hour venue security
> 2 metres of either hanging rails or shelves
> Company name board and stand number
> Stand lighting (1 track with 3 spots)
> FREE entry on the Fashion SVP website
> FREE entry in the buyers’ Show guide
> FREE social media and PR coverage
> FREE visitor newsletter coverage going to a
database of over 10,000 brands & retailers
Additional items or electrical socket
can be ordered separately

Exhibiting
opportunities and
stand availability are limited
so call or email our team today and
learn more about how Fashion SVP
can help you boost your business.
Contact the team to enquire about
a stand on: +44 (0) 208 771 3555 or
clients@idexmedia.com

We cannot wait to welcome
you to our best show yet!

